Luisa must crush the head of the infernal serpent. The living in the Divine Will is
the complete triumph of the Creator over the creature. The primary purpose of the
coming of Jesus upon earth was that the Divine Will might triumph over the human
will.

V15 - April 28, 1923
I felt as though Immersed in the endless Light of the Eternal Will, and my
Sweet Jesus told me: “My daughter Luisa, My Divinity does not need to operate in
order to make Its Works come out – It only needs to want them. So, I want and I
do; the greatest Works, the most Beautiful, come out by By mere Wanting them. On
the other hand, even if the creature wanted them, if she does not work, she does
not move, she does nothing. Now, to one who makes My Will her own and Lives in
It as in her own Royal Palace, the same Power is communicated, as much as is
possible to a creature.”
Now, while He was saying this, I felt myself being drawn outside of myself,
and I found an ugly monster under my feet, which was biting itself out of rage. And
Jesus, being near me, added: “Just as My Virgin Mother Crushed the head of the
infernal serpent, so do I want another virgin, which must be the First Possessor of
the Supreme Will, to Press again that infernal head so as to Crush it and Debilitate
it, in such a way as to confine it into hell, that she may have Full Dominion over it,
and it may not dare to approach those who must Live in My Will. Therefore, place
your foot on its head, and Crush it.” Made brave, I did it, and it would bite itself
more, and so as not to feel my touch, it shut itself up in the darkest abysses. Then
Jesus resumed His speaking: “My daughter Luisa, do you think that the Living in
my Will is nothing? No, no – on the contrary, it is the all, it is the fulfillment of all
sanctities, it is the absolute Dominion of oneself, of one’s passions, and of one’s
capital enemies; it is the Complete Triumph of the Creator over the creature. So, if
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she adheres and I come to letting her Live in My Will, without her ever again
wanting to know her own, I have nothing left to want from the creature, and she
has nothing left to give Me. All My Yearnings are Fulfilled, My Designs realized –
there is nothing left but Delighting in each other. It is True that I Came upon earth
to Redeem man, but My Primary Purpose was that the Divine Will might Triumph
over the human will by according these two wills together and making them One,
taking the human will into that Will from which it had gone out. This was the main
offense that My Celestial Father received from man, and I was to compensate Him
for it, otherwise I would not give Him full satisfaction. But in order to obtain the
First Purpose, First I had to issue the Second – that is, to Save him, to give him My
Hand since he had fallen, to wash him of the mud in which he was lying. How could
I say: ‘Come to Live in My Will’, if he was horrid to look at, and was under the
slavery of the infernal enemy?
Therefore, after having obtained the Second Purpose, I want to secure the
First One – that My Will be done on earth as It is in Heaven, and that man, who had
gone out of My Will, Enter into Mine once again. And in order to obtain this, I give
to this First creature All My Merits, All My Works and Steps, My Palpitating Heart,
My Wounds, My Blood - My Whole Humanity, to Dispose her, to Prepare her, to let
her Enter into My Will. In fact, First she must take the Complete Fruit of My
Redemption, and then, as though in Triumph, Enter the Possession of the Immense
Sea of My Supreme Will. I do not want her to Enter as a stranger, but as a
Daughter; not as poor, but as Rich; not as ugly, but as Beautiful, as if she were
another Me. Therefore, I want to Centralize My Whole Life in you Luisa.”
And while He was saying this, it was as though many seas were coming out
of Him, which poured upon me, and I remained inside of them, Sunken; and at the
same time, a Sun, beating down with Its Light, receiving the Complete Fruit of
Redemption in order to be able to give the Complete Fruit of Its Will to the
creature. It was the Sun of the Eternal Volition, which Celebrated the Entrance of
the human will into Its Own.
And Jesus: “This Divine Will of Mine Grew within My Humanity like a Flower,
which I Transplanted from Heaven into the True Eden of My Terrestrial
Humanity. It Germinated in My Blood, It Sprouted from My Wounds, to make of It
the greatest Gift to the creature. Don’t you want to receive it?”
And I: ‘Yes.’ And He: “I Want to Transplant it into you – Love It, and Know
How to Keep It.”
FIAT!
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